
POST INDEPENDENCE CHANGES IN THE LITERACY

secondary and post-secondary education. Literate changes in social order facilitate through mass literacy . The post
independent era up to the 10th Five.

And, the country is taking its own sweet time to catch up with the developed world. Progress towards gender
parity in literacy started after  In , however, the UNDP replaced the adult literacy measure with mean years of
schooling. The Indian government might be overestimating forest area as its definition of forests includes
agricultural plantations. The Protestant countries were the first to attain full literacy;[ citation needed ]
Scandinavian countries were fully literate in the early 17th century. Literacy data published by UNESCO
displays that since , the adult literacy rate at the world level has increased by 5 percentage points every decade
on average, from  There are some obvious outliers. R-squared could range from 0 to 1 and, the higher the
value of R-squared to 1 the stronger the relationship. A special program â€” titled improved pace and content
learning IPCL â€” has been designed to provide basic education to such people. It is well known that poverty
results in increased levels of school dropouts because families in poor economic conditions rather prefer that
their children help in augmenting income. In fact Punjab and Haryana, the two neighboring states depict a
contrasting syndrome. The plot of illiteracy versus percentage of people below the poverty line shows a clear
relationship between illiteracy and poverty see Chart A below. India did better than four of the five countries
we compared it with, in terms of preserving forest area, while China performed better than India, increasing its
forest cover by 5. Tripura has 45 blocks and 23 subdivisions that are served by 68 government-run schools and
private schools. Scientific Achievements Independent India has taken confident strides in its road to scientific
development. Vocational education is also given attention to, with Sewing and Stitching Centres for women.
Much of this theory's development is credited to English archeologist Flinders Petrie , who, in , came across a
series of Canaanite inscriptions located in the turquoise mines of Serabit el-Khadem. What India needs to do
now, in terms of its uneasy relations with its neighbors China and Pakistan, is to become more assured
internally, with better military capability, economic indicators, scientific research and investment across the
board, he said. Chart D: Literacy rates by various age groups for the general category, Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes Now, other than poverty, let me point out another side effect of illiteracy i. The college
students receive course credit to try to enhance the quality and reliability of their time.


